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Notorious*Notorious*

by Gordon Korman
Moving to an unfamiliar island split between the United States
and Canada, Keenan learns about the island’s Prohibition-era
smuggling history from an unconventional neighbor who believes
her dog has been murdered.

One-third nerdOne-third nerd

by Gennifer Choldenko
Fifth-grader Liam, his shy science-loving sister Dakota and his
popular sister, Izzy, a girl with Down syndrome, put their minds
together to figure out how to afford a trip to the veterinarian to
save their faithful German shepherd.

Super NarSuper Narwhal and Jelly Joltwhal and Jelly Jolt

by Ben Clanton
Happy-go-lucky Narwhal and no-nonsense Jelly discover their
inner superheroes in an anthology of three under-the-sea
adventures that find them searching for their superpowers, trying
to find their way back home and recovering from a case of the
blues. Simultaneous.

Who Got Game?! Baseball : Amazing but TWho Got Game?! Baseball : Amazing but True Stories!rue Stories!

by Derrick D. Barnes
Book Annotation
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The Bad Guys in The baddest day everThe Bad Guys in The baddest day ever

by Aaron Blabey
When the nefarious Crown Prince Marmalade demands that
everyone submit to his evil magnificence, the Bad Guys and
even Badder Girls pick themselves up from a setback to launch
an ultimate retaliatory strike.

WWayside School beneath the Cloud of Doomayside School beneath the Cloud of Doom

by Louis Sachar
A fourth entry in the best-selling series finds the students of
Mrs. Jewls’s 30th-floor class busily collecting toenail clippings
while preparing for an Ultimate Test in the face of the Cloud of
Doom.

At last, JediAt last, Jedi

by Jarrett Krosoczka
An epic conclusion to the best-selling series depicts Christina
Starspeeder on the brink of graduating from Jedi Academy, in
a finale told through comics, doodles and journal entries.

The Girl Who Speaks BearThe Girl Who Speaks Bear

by Sophie Anderson
Longing to know who she really is after being discovered in a
bear cave as a baby, 12-year-old Yanka begins a remarkable
transformation that forces her to leave a loving foster home in
search of a place where she truly belongs. By the author of The
House With Chicken Legs.

The verThe very, very, very far north : a story far north : a story for gentle readers and listenersy for gentle readers and listeners

by Dan Bar-el
As Duane, a polar bear, explores his new home, he makes
friends with the wide variety of creatures he encounters, despite
their varied personalities.

Goldilocks, go homeGoldilocks, go home

by Martha Freeman
"Stranded in the home of The Three Bears for a week by Big
Bad Wolf activity, a drama-prone teen Goldilocks, dubbed
""Furless"" by host Bobby Bear, endures adventures involving
a hungry troll, Anansi the trickster spider and three pigs with a
home-improvement show."

Real pigeons fight crime!Real pigeons fight crime!

by Andrew McDonald
A group of crime-fighting pigeon friends team together to
solve mysteries, battle bad guys, and save the city

I am Hermes! : mischief-making messenger of the godsI am Hermes! : mischief-making messenger of the gods

by Mordicai Gerstein
A laugh-out-loud graphic-novel rendering of the story of
Hermes, the fun-loving messenger of the gods, draws on
classical mythology to depict how his mischievous antics led to
the invention of music.

InvestigatorsInvestigators

by John Patrick Green
With their Very Exciting Spy Technology and their tried-and-
true, toilet-based travel techniques, the InvestiGators are
undercover and on the case! Can Mango and Brash uncover
the clues, crack their cases, and corral the crooks--or will the
criminals wriggle out of their grasp? Graphic novel.

ScarScary stories for young foxesy stories for young foxes

by Christian McKay Heidicker
When seven little foxes sneak out of their warm den to find the
storyteller, they try to make it through all eight scary stories
before they head home for the night.
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